THE TWO WISDOMS
MUNDAKA UPANISHAD
TRANSLATED FR0:>1 THE SANSKRIT WITH AN INTERPRETATION

Brahma the Evolver, first of the Bright Powers came to birth, Maker of all,
Preserver of the world. He declared the Wisdom of the Eternal, the root and
foundation of all ·wisdom, to Atltarvan, his eldest son. The Wisdom of the Eternal
which Brahma imparted to Atharvan, that of old Atharvan declared to Angir.
Angir declared it to Satyavaha of the line of Bharadvaja. The descendant of
Bharadvaja declared it to Angiras, both the higher and the lower wisdom.

RAHMA is the manifest Logos, the Logos as Creator, or, more truly, as
EvoiYer, since the Substance of Being is b'eginningless. The "coming
to birth" of Brahm~ is the manifestation of the Creative Logos from
the first, the unmanifest Logos. Brahm~ is, therefore, Avalokita-lshvara, the
Lord made manifest, the Host of the Divine Powers regarded as a unity.
The thought here is that Divine Wisdom was revealed, at the beginning of
this world-period, to a chosen nucleus of humanity, and that it has ever since
been handed down from Master to disciple, in unbroken succession.
In the Vedas it is said that Atharvan was a kinsman and companion of the
Divine Powers, the first to bring down fire from Heaven and to impart to
mankind the draught of Soma, which brings illumination. We may, therefore,
see in him the incarnate Planetary Spirit who imparted Divine Wisdom to
primitive mankind. Angir does not appear to be mentioned except in the
passage translated above. Satyavaha means Bearer of Truth. Angiras is
connected by some philologists with the Greek Angelos, a Messenger between
Gods and men; the Angirases, taken collectively, are Sons of the Gods and
Fathers of mankind. They are compared by philologists with the Sons of God
in the sixth chapter of Genesis. They were the first to ascend into Heaven
and win immortality.
This introductory passage, therefore, would seem to point to the origin and
indicate the powers of the Lodge of Masters, as Sons of the Divine Powers
and spiritual Fathers of mankind.

B

Sltaunaka, t•erily, lord of a great dwelling, coming according to rule to A ngiras,
asked him: klaster through the knowledge. of what does all this become knmt•n?
To him he said: Two wisdoms are to be known, as the knowers of the Eternal
declare, the higher and the lower wisdom.
The lower -.;.>isdom is, the Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda, Atharva Veda,
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Pronunciation, Ritual, Grammar, Definition, J.Ietres and Knowledge of the stars.
So the higher wisdom is that whereby the Everlasting is attained.
That which is invisible, intangible, without family or colour, without sight or
hearing, without hands or feet; eternal, all-pervading, omnipresent, most subtile,
that imperishable which the wise behold as the source of beings.
As the spider puts forth and draws in the thread; as plants come to birth upon
the earth; as hair and down grow on a living man; so from that Everlasting the
whole world comes to birth.
Through fervour and penance the Eternal is gained. From the Eternal, food
comes to birth. From food, the life-breath, mind, truth, the worlds, and the immortal in works.
He who is all-knowing, all-wise, whosefen!our and penance consist in wisdom,
through him this Eternal, and name and form, and food come to birth.
As is so often the case in the Upanishads, the teaching is introduced in the
form of communion between a Master and his pupil, as though to remind us
that only in this way is real wisdom gained. Shaunaka, we are told, came to
Angiras as a pupil, according to rule: that is, with the heart and will of a disciple. The Master replies that there are two kinds of wisdom, the lower and
the higher.
The lower includes the whole range of knowledge possessed by ancient
India: The four Vedas, and the six subsidiary studies which lead to the full
understanding of the Vedas. It should be understood that the Vedas are not
thought of as so many poems, or even as so many hymns. They are really
magical instruments, the means whereby the student of the Vedas hopes to
command supernatural powers. Perhaps it will be more intelligible if we say
that they were thought of as the means for entering and gaining command
over the whole astral world. But the Master puts all this aside as the lower
wisdom. The higher wisdom is that whereby the spiritual and Divine is
gained.
Then comes the definition of the Eternal by negatives, the purpose being,
first, to lead the disciple's understanding beyond the anthropomorphism of the
popular gods, and then to awaken his spiritual vision of that Divine Being
from which all manifested beings come forth, and to which they are all destined
to return.
Not through gifts and offerings, but through fervour and purification is
gained the consciousness of the Eternal, that Being whence comes the food of
all beings; both their sustenance and their experience, which is the food of life.
Therefore consecrated food symbolizes experience of divine things. And
through the sustenance which we draw day by day from the Eternal, comes
the breath of life in us, our conscious existence; from the Eternal comes the
conscious mind, with its power of discerning truth; from the Eternal comes
the power to enter into the many mansions of the spiritual world i from the
Eternal comes the power to build the house not made with hands, eternal in
the heavens; to build that life whose works are immortal.
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From the Eternal, in the cosmic sense, all things come forth, all worlds, all
life-energies, all consciousness. And, in the more individual sense, through
the intuition and spiritual perception of the Eternal comes the building up of
an enduring nature in man, with access to higher worlds and a deeper vision
of truth.
The last sentence translated above appears to mean this: Through the aid
of the Master, all-knowing, all-wise, the knowledge of the Eternal comes to
birth in the disciple, with name and form, implying true individuality, and that
daily food for the inner nature which comes through the Master's grace and
help.
Then follows a passage which dramatically sets forth the substance of the
Vedic sacrificial system, the body of the lower wisdom, as it might appear to
one of its devotees. And this is immediately followed by a condemnation of
that system and the exaltation of the higher wisdom. It is exactly the antithesis which has been brought out before, between the Path of the Sun, which
leads to liberation, and the Path of the Moon, which leads back again to this
world through the bondage of Karma. \Ve come first to the dramatic presentation of the lower wisdom.
There is this truth:
The works which the Seers beheld in the chants are set forth manifold in the
three Vedas.
Perform them faithfully, ye who desire the truth; this is your path to the world
of reward.
When the tongued flame quivers, after the fire of oblations has been kindled, then
between the two portions of consecrated oil let him throw the oblations.
He who follows not the Agnihotra sacrifice with the sacrifice of the new moon and
full moon, the four months sacrifice and the harvest sacrifice; he ·who invites not
guests to the sacrifice, or offers no sacrifice, or a sacrifice without summoning all
the gods, or without due rites, such a one loses the seven worlds.
These are the seven quivering tongues of flame: the black, the terrible, the mindswift, the ruddy, the dark red, the sparkling and the glowing brilliant.
If he perform sacrifice while these are glowing, offering the oblations at the right
time, these as sun rays lead him to the dwelling of the lord of the gods.
Calling, Come/ Come/ the shining oblations carry the sacrificer with the sun's
rays, speaking fair words and praising; This is your holy Heaven, ')'Our world of
reward!

So far, the dramatic picture of the system of fire-sacrifices. But there always
lingers the thought that these Vedic ceremonies had once, perhaps in a far
earlier day, a deeper and higher meaning; that this deeper meaning was veiled
and obscured when the Brahmans turned the ancient Vedic system into a
ceremonial religion, to rivet the power of their priestcraft upon India. There
is, perhaps, the suggestion of seven modes of electrical force in the names of
the seven tongues of fire. But the evident intentio~ here is to condemn the
ritual way to the paradise of selfish rewards, as the following passage shows.
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It may be explained in advance that "the eighteen" are the four Vedas, each
divided into three parts, and thus together making twelve, to which are added
the six subsidiary studies already enumerated.
Infirm boats are these forms of sacrifice, the eighteen, in which are set forth the
lower work. Those who, deluded, think this the better way, go again to decay and
death.
Others, turning about in the unwisdom of delusion, self-u;ise, thinking themselves
learned, stray, 'iJJandering in the way, deluded, like the blind led by the blind.
Turning about in manifold unwisdom, foolishly thinking, We have done the
~vork! the follo·wers of ritual perceive not because of their desires. Therefore, when
their world of re:u:ard fails, they fall in misery.
Thinking the merit of burnt offerings is best, they are deluded, not perceiving the
other and better way.· After they have received their re~mrd in the. paradise gained
by their ·works, they return to this, or, perchance, a lou•er world.
But they who follow after fervour and faith, u•ho in the forest du•ell in peace, wise,
serving the Eternal, purified from passion, they pass through the door of the Sun,
to the Immortal, the Spirit, the imperishable Soul.
\Ve may tell ourselves that we are not likely to offer burnt offerings, or to
strew oblations in the flames, or to chant the Vedic hymns. We may also,
perhaps, congratulate ourselves that we are not working for their paradise of
rewards. Therefore all these things may seem remote and almost meaningless
to us.
But we should realize that any act whatever, done in order that we ourselves may gain a reward of relished sensation or flattered vanity, is a burnt
offering to a false god. There are more ways than one of making a Vedic
sacrifice, and many of them we practise daily. \Vhen we make oblations to our
desires, when we contrive and work to win flattery from ourselves and others,
when we are wrapt in self, we are devotees of the ritual system that is here
condemned. Not only the fire on the altar, but also the life-fires within ourselves, all our energies and powers, can be turned to evil self-seeking. Every
impulse of sloth, every shirking of effort, is the seeking of a paradise of reward
and repose, from which we shall sink miserably to a lower state.
In contrast with those who practise the rites of self-seeking oblations, the
closing lines of this passage describe the followers of the higher way. There
is a literal and a symbolic meaning. First, the life of disciples, in well guarded
seclusion in the forest or among the mountains, inspired by fiery aspiration
and faith, dwelling in quietude of heart, seeking wisdom, serving in the purity
of life that has seen and turned from the evil of passionate desires. But there
is also the deeper and more universal meaning. The word translated "forest"
means also wilderness, desert; it is a description of this whole material world,
which is a wilderness in comparison with the spiritual world. \Ve are dwelling
in the wilderness, and those are the energies which we should exercise, if we
would pass from self through the door of the Sun to selflessness. This would
seem to be the same symbol as the Gates of Gold.
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Discerning the worlds that are won by these works, let him renounce them. The
ttncreated is not won by works like these. In order that he may gain knowledge of
these things, let him approach the Master, with kindling wood in his hands; a
Master full of spiritual wisdom, firmly established in the Eternal. To the disciple
who has thus drawn near to him, whose turbulent thoughts have been stilled, who
has entered into peace, the wise Master teaches that truth whereby he knows the
imperishable Spirit, the wisdom of the Eternal in its reality.
The word rendered ;'renounce" means more than this. It implies a nauseated revulsion and at the same time a completely realized indifference, to be
gained as the fruit of revulsion. The commentary attributed to Shankaracharya says that we discern the true nature of the world of self-indulgence as
the traveller in the desert discerns the true nature of the lake conjured up by
mirage; and, seeing through the glamour, we turn from delusion to seek reality.
Then it is possible to find the Master. The disciple brings kindling wood, the
power to be enkindled. The Master communicates to him the divine fire of
selfless aspiration.
There is this truth:
As from a blazing fire sparks come forth a thousandfold, of like nature to it; so,
beloved, from the Everlasting are born manifold beings, and thither also they return.
For divine, without form, is Spirit; He is without and within, unborn; without
breath or mind, pure, above the highest imperishable Nature.
From Him are born life-breath and mind and all the powers that perceive and·
act, the mther, air, fire, the waters, and earth, the bearer of all.
The Fire-god is His head, His eyes are sun and moon; the spaces are His ears;
revealed wisdom is His voice; the air is His life-breath, the world is His heart, from
His feet comes the earth; for He is the Inmost Soul of all beings.
From Him comes the fire whose fuel is the sun; from the moon-power comes rain,
and plants spring up on the earth . Spirit sends forth energy into Nature; through
Spirit, many beings come to birth.
From Him come the chants of the.Rig Veda, the Sama and Yajur Vedas initiatory rites, all sacrifices, ceremonies, gifts; the circling year also, the sacrificer, the·
world where the moon shines and the world illumined by the sun.
The effort of the Master here is, to awaken in the disciple the understanding
and intuition of the Logos, that primal Life which is manifested in every form
of life. These lives appear to come forth; in reality they remain in and of the
Logos. Therefore, however dire may be our imprisonment, the Divine Power
is there also, in touch with us, ready to help and liberate us, the instant we
sincerely desire to be rid of our bonds. We are the kindred sparks that have
come forth from the great Light.
Spirit is without form, yet all forms have their origin in Spirit. Spirit is
unborn, and yet is the source of all beings that come to birth. Spirit is without
personal, limited life-breath or mind; yet all life and all mind derive directly
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from Spirit. All things are within this great Life, and the Life is in all things;
therefore Spirit is within and without. Nature, the power of manifestation, is
everlasting. There is the eternal dual potency in Parabrahm: Spirit and
Nature; Subjective and Objective; Noumenal and Phenomenal. But the noumenal, the perceiving consciousness, is always more fundamental than the
thing perceived. Spirit is, therefore, higher than Nature.
The Logos is the source at once of all our inner powers, consciousness and
perception and will, and of the outer powers and elements which make up the
visible worlds. And the Master uses vivid symbols to lead the disciple to
recognize the Logos in all the world about him: the celestial fire which gives
life to the universe is His head; sun and moon are His eyes; the expanse of
space is his power of hearing; the air is His life-breath; the world is His heart.
Every sentence and ~ymbolshould be pondered over and imaginatively realized,
until, like that disciple, we recognize the immanenf Spirit in all things, and
learn to find His voice in the words of all scriptures. We may understand the
world where the moon shines as the astral world; the world illumined by the
sun is the spiritual.
From Him also the divinities in their many forms received being, and the seraphs
and men and beasts and birds; from Him the forward life and the downward life;
from Him rice and barley; from Him, fervour and faith and truth, service of the
Eternal and the disciple's rule.
From Him come forth the seven lives; from Him the seven flames and their
several fuel; from Him come the seven offerings. Seven are these worlds wherein
the seven lives gain their experience, hidden in the secret place, according to seven
and seven.
From Him come the oceans and all hills; from Him the rivers flow in their many
forms; from Him come all plants, and the fine essence through which the Inner
Soul stands in beings.
For that Spirit is all that is: work, fervour, the Eternal, the supreme immortal.
He who knows this Spirit hidden in the inner being, he, beloved, unties the knot of
the heart.
The Master continues the teaching of the Logos, which is set forth with such
simple, vivid beauty, that comment is almost superfluous. Two sentences,
perhaps, may be made a little clearer. The fine essence through which the
Inner Soul stands in beings appears to be subtile substance from which is
woven the vesture of consciousness, first in the natural body, and, after that,
the vestures of the psychical and spiritual bodies. Atma, which is without
individuality, receives individuality through these vestures. The knot of the
heart is egotism, the great delusion of separateness. This sense of separate
being is at first the incentive of our life and effort; later, becoming an intolerable burden, it becomes the incentive that drives us toward selflessness, to
escape from the haunting obsession of self.

c. ].

(To be continued)
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II
The Eternal is manifest, yet concealed; Moving-in-secret is its name; it is the
great abode in which all things are set firm.
It moves and breathes, 'With opening and closing eyes; know ye that this, which is
Being and non-being, is to be sought after; it is beyond the understanding of creatures, it is most excellent. It is fiery, more subtile than the atom; in it these worlds
are set, and the dwellers in the worlds.
This is the enduring Eternal, this is Life, the Word, Mind. This is the Truth,
this, the Immortal. This· is to be aimed at as the mark; pierce that mark, 0
beloved/
Grasping the potent weapon, the Secret Wisdom, as thy bow, fit to it the arrow of
thought sharpened by meditation, dra'Wing the bow with the heart filled with the
Being of That, aim at the Everlasting as thy mark, 0 beloved/
The holy syllable is the bow; the arrow is thyself; the Eternal is the mark. The
arrow should be sped by him who has conquered delusion; let him find lodgme1tt in
That, as the arrow in the mark.
That whereon Heaven and Earth and the space between are woven, with Mind and
aU lives; know ye That as the One, without other names, for That is the bridge of
immortality.
As spokes are set in the' nave of the wheel, in Him are the life-courses set; through
them He moves in manifold forms of life. Meditate ye on the Soul through the holy
syllable; may it be well with you, in crossing to the shore beyond the darkness.

T

HE Eternal is manifest in the whole manifest universe, yet concealed as
to its own unknowable Being. Moving-in-secret is its name, because it
is the hidden motive force, the inner driving power, in everything from
the atom to the cosmos. We find ourselves steady in the midst of space;
wherever we are, it is always "here"; we are thus steadfast because our inmost
being rests, set firm in the Eternal.
We have the same contrast which Plato draws, between the Eternal, which
ever is, but never becomes, and the manifested worlds, which never are, in the
sense of final reality, though they are ever becoming. In this sense, the
Eternal is both Being and non-being. And what a superb picture of the
Eternal, alternately manifest in Manvantara and concealed in Pralaya: "It
moves and breathes, with opening and closing eyes."
The Commentary attributed to Shankaracharya contains a passage of
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exceptional eloquence, referring to these verses: "Who is that Mighty One?
It is He, at whose command Heaven and Earth stand apart, separated from
each other ; He, at whose command sun and moon move for ever, glowing like
whirled firebrands; He, at whose command the rivers and the oceans transgress
not their bounds; He, at whose command all things that move or move not are
established; He, at whose command the seasons and the waters trespass not;
He is the Mighty One ."
The full meaning of the holy syllable, Om, is set forth at length in Mandukya
Upanishad, to be translated next in this series. As regards the macrocosm, it
symbolizes the three worlds, earth, interspace, heaven, summed up in the
divine world which contains them all; as regards the microcosm, it symbolizes
the three worlds in man, in their ascending order: the natural man, the psychical
man, the spiritual man, consummated in the divine man; or it is the consciousness of each of these, again in ascending order. And the ascent from the
ordinary consciousness of the natural man, to the supreme consciousness of the
divine man, through meditation enkindled by fiery aspiration, is symbolized in
the Upanishad by the arrow shot at the mark, and lodging in the mark.
He who is under delusion looks not toward the Eternal , but toward broken
reflections of the Eternal in visible, material things, by which his eyes are
fascinated. He must break this fascination through his ardent desire for
Truth, before he can begin to aim at the Eternal.
The concept of the remaining verses is almost exactly that of Dante, in the
twenty-seventh Canto of the Paradiso:
"The nature of the universe which stilleth the centre and moveth all the rest
around, hence doth begin as from its starting point. And this heaven hath no
other 'where' than the Divine Mind wherein is enkindled the love which
revolveth it and the power which it poureth forth like rain. Light and love
grasp it in one circle, as doth it the others, and this engirdment He only who
doth gird it understandeth. Its movement by no other is marked out; but by
it all the rest are measured."
He who is all-knowing, all-wise, whose is this greatness in the world, He is the
Soul, established in the city of the Eternal, in the heavenly ether.
Formed of mind, leader of life and of the body, established in food, dwelling in the
heart, H-t-m the wise discern through wisdom, formed of joy, immortal, radiant.
The knot of the heart is untied, all doubts are cut; his bondage through works
wears out, when That i.s known, which is above and below.
In the highest golden vesture is the stainless, partless Eternal: that radiant One,
the light of lights, whom the knowers of the Soul know.
The sun shines not there, nor the moon and stars, nor these lightnings, nor fire
like this; after the shining of this, all things shine; by the light of this, all else is
illumined.
The Eternal, verily, is this, immortal; the Eternal is before, the Eternal is
behind, the Eternal is on the right hand, the Eternal is on the left; extended below
and above is the Eternal, the Eternal is all this, to the uttermost.
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When the disciple, through the use of intellect and intuition, has gained some
conception of the Eternal as the Life of all things, he is bidden to seek that
Eternal within his own heart, superbly called "the city of the Eternal": "For
within you is the light of the world-the only light that can be shed upon the
Path . If you are unable to perceive it within you, it is useless to look for it
elsewhere. It is beyond you; because when you reach it you have lost yourself.
It is unattainable, because it for ever recedes. You will enter the light, but
you will never touch the flame."
·
The Soul is the leader of life and of the body, because by the Soul the whole
setting of life and every event are ordained, for the purpose of the Soul; the
powers of the body are the outer manifestation of the powers of the Soul, made
concrete in order that the earlier steps of experience may be more easily gained.
It is established in fQod, because food is the symbol of experience, which is the
food of character, the food by which the inner life grows.
The knot of the heart is the sense of separateness. The disciple "grasps his
whole individuality firmly, and by force of his awakened spiritual will recognizes this individuality as not himself, but that thing which he has with pain
created for his own use, and by means of which he purposes, as his growth
slowly develops his intelligence, to reach to the life beyond individuality.
When he knows that for this his wonderful complex separated life exists, then,
indeed, and then only, he is upon the way."
The symbol of the Eternal as the light of lights is as old, perhaps, as the soul
of man, as old as light itself. It runs through all the Scriptures of the world.
Isaiah uses the same simile : "The sun shall be no more thy light by day; neither
for brightness shall the moon give light unto thee; but the Lord shall be unto
thee an everlasting light, and thy God thy glory." An even closer parallel is
found in the Revelation: "And the city had no need of the sun, neither of the
moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the
light thereof."
Two birds, close comrades, rest on the same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit;
the other watches, eating not.
In that tree is man, sunk down, grieving for his lost po·wer, deluded; when he sees
the other, the Lord in his greatness, as one with him, he is freed from sorrow.
When the seer beholds the Maker, the spiritual man, bearing within him the
Eternal, then, illumined by wisdom, passing beyond both works enjoined and works
forbidden, stainless, he attains to supreme oneness.
This is the Life that shines through all beings; knowing Him, he attains to wisdom, for there is no other who imparts wisdom. Rejoicing in the Soul, delighting in
the Soul, accomplishing all things, he becomes the most excellent knO'I.tJer of the
Eternal.

The parable of the two birds joined together in close companionship indicates
the relation of the inner and the outer self. The inner self watches, while the
outer self eats the fruit of the tree of life. The outer self is man, sunk down,
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grieving for his lost power, deluded; when he regains the vision of the inner self,
the Lord in his greatness, as being his true self, then he is freed from sorrow.
This would seem to be that stage on the way, of which it is said: "Look for
the warrior and let him fight in thee. Take his orders for battle and obey them.
Obey him not as though he were a general, but as though he were thyself, and
his spoken words were the utterance of thy secret desires; for he is thyself, yet
infinitely wiser and stronger than thyself."
For this Soul is to be gained by truth, by fervour, by thorough knowledge, by
service of the Eternal perpetually rendered.
In the body within, formed of light and radiant is he, whom they who strive
toward him behold, they whose sins are worn away.
Trtttk conquers, and not untruth; by truth is the path, the divine way, ascended,
the path by which the seers go, who have gained their desire, to the supreme treasure
house of truth.·
Great is that, divine, in form beyond thought, more subtile than the subtile,
shining forth. Farther than far, yet it is close at hand; here, hidden in the heart,
for those who have vision.
Not by the eye is that apprehended, not by speech,'nor by the other powers, nor by
penance and the works of the law; through the grace of wisdom, when the heart is
pure, through meditation he beholds Him who is undivided.
This subtile Soul is to be known through the heart, into which life has entered
fivefold; through these life-forces the whole consciousness of beings is woven; when
this consciousness is purified, the Soul shines forth.
Whatever world he who is purified conceives in his heart, whatever desires he
desires, that world he wins, and those desires; therefore let him who seeks well-being
honour him who knows the Soul.

The Soul is to be gained by truth. If we consider that the Eternal is made
manifest to us in truth, beauty and goodness, we shall, perhaps, find it to be
true that our own age has a deeper reverence for truth than for either goodness
or beauty. Those who devote their lives to the search for truth, in the many
fields of science, would appear to be more convinced, more in earnest, more
whole hearted in their search than, let us say, the devotees of art, poetry,
painting, who are professed seekers of beauty; or than those who make a profession of the search for goodness, in religion. These are sincere in their way,
but they seem in a sense to lack both the high enthusiasm for truth which
inspires so many followers of science, and the final determination to follow the
truth, to seek the truth, to pay any price for the truth, which so many men of
science have. The men of science willingly undertake greater sacrifices, and,
just because of their deep reverence for truth, and their profound determination
to attain to truth, they do not think of their undertakings in terms of sacrifice,
but rather in terms of promise, of opportunity. This profound reverence for
truth, this indomitable determination to pay any price whatever to attain it,
<:ounting that price a splendid opportunity, is the spirit which must inspire the
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disciple, who must likewise have the same disinterested and impersonal worship
of truth "for its own sake.
He knows the supreme du·elling of the EteTiial, resting in which the u•orld shines,
luminous. They u·lro have conquered their desires, draw near to the spiritual man;
full of uoisdom, they conquer the seed of reb-irth in the u•orld.
He u•ho desires desires, dwelling on them in his mind, through these desires he is
reborn in this place or in that. But he who has attained his desire, who has gained
the Soul, from him even in this u:orld all desires melt away.
Not by speaking is the Soul gained, nor by much reasoning, nor by hearing much;
whom the Soul chooses, by him it is gained; the Soul reveals its own form to him.
Nor is the Soul to be attained by him u·ho lacks valour, nor by the heedless, nor by
penance without renunciation. But u•hen he wisely strives through the right means,
this Soul enters his 'heart, where du•ells the Eternal.
Attaining Him, rejoicing in wisdom, purified from passion, gaining peace,
winning that all-penetrating Soul, wise, united with the Soul, the seers enter into the
All.

This passage is so full of the simplicity of beauty that it hardly needs any
comment. But there is, perhaps, one phrase on which further light may be
shed by a comparison with other Scriptures: "Whom the Soul chooses, by him
it is gained."
Take the words of the \Vestern Master: "Ye have not chosen me, but I have
chosen you, and ordained you"; or the words of his heroic disciple, Paul: "When
it pleased God, who separated me from my mother's womb, and called me by
his grace, to reveal his Son in me
" and think of the endless speculations concerning predestination and foreordination which have been based on
them, causing on the one hand much spiritual pride and vanity, and on the
other, deep moral anguish; and it becomes apparent how great is the need of
wisdom and of humility, in interpreting passages like these.
It would seem to be a question of perspective, of seeing the Soul, the Higher
Self, in its true relation to the lower, personal self; the whole series of personal
lives existing for the purposes of the Soul, that the divine powers of the Soul
may be brought forth and made manifest. If we see this, then we can think of
the Soul planning, guiding, supervising the whole series of lives; in these lives
developing, one after another, its divine potentialities into actualities; and
finally, when the time is ripe, summoning the personal self to become one \vith
its divine prototype, so that the full essence of individual life, which has been
brought to a focus through personal experience, may be carried over into the
Soul. In that given life, then, when maturity had been reached, the Soul
might be said to choose the personal man; to this extent, predestination would
be a reality. But it is evident that the power of the Soul has been over the
whole series of lives, guiding and guarding them, waiting only for ripeness. In
this sense, there has been no injustice, nor is there any reason for the moral
anguish that this doctrine misunderstood has inflicted on so many sensitive
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hearts. For we may be certain that these very hearts that deeply concern
themselves with the problem of election, thereby prove their ripeness; that concern itself is the work and evidence of the Soul, preparing them for the final
effort and sacrifice, the sacrifice of the sense of separateness.
Nor, we may reverently suppose, is it otherwise with the choice of the disciple
by the Master. He who ardently longs to be chosen as a disciple, testifies by
that very longing that the power of the Master is over him; the longing itself is
the Master's gift, to lead him on his way homeward.
They who have understood that wisdom which is the essence of the Vedas, who
strive through renunciation and union, purified in heart, all these at the time of the
end gain liberation, immortal in the realm of the Eternal.
Gone are the thrice five parts in their places, and all the shining powers in their
several shining, and all works, and the self of mental action; all have become one in
the unchanging Supreme.
·
As rivers, flowing to the ocean, go to their setting, putting off name and form, so
the possessor of wisdom, freed from name and form, gains that Spirit which is higher
than the highest, the Divine.
He who knows the supreme Eternal, becomes the Eternal, nor is any born in his
line who knows not the Eternal. He crosses beyond sorrow, he crosses beyond sin,
freed from the knots of the heart he becomes immortal.
This is declared by the Vedic verse:
They who fulfil the rites, who hear the Vedas, who are established in the Eternal,
who offer themselves with faith in the one Seer; to them let him declare wisdom, who
have duly fulfilled the head vow.
This is the truth which the seer Angiras declared of old. He receives it not, who
has not fulfilled the vow.
Obeisance to the supreme Seers/
Obeisance to the supreme Seers/

Two phrases in this beautiful passage call for a slight elucidation. The
"thrice five powers in their places" are the five senses or powers of perception,
the five powers of action and the five energies which are called the life-breaths.
These, with the self of mental action, make up the lower personality, and are
left behind when full liberation is attained.
The "head vow" is referred by the Sanskrit commentators to a vow to carry
fire on one's head as a' penance or a trial of faith. But we may surmise that this
vow itself is a symbol, perhaps of purification of thought by the fire of wisdom;
perhaps of the resulting revival.of long dormant perceptive powers. It is said,
in another Upanishad, that in the head is the home of lndra, ruler of the gods.
It is possible that the vow may have some relation to this.
The last sentences pick up the thread of the opening passages of this Upanishad, in which we are told that it embodies the teaching of the Master Angiras,
who received it through the succession of the supreme Seers.

c. J.

